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The Deep State – also known as the Illuminati or Cabalist Satanists – is led by a tiny
handful of individuals including the two ostensibly Catholic popes, the Rothschild pater
familias, and the Rebbe of the Jewish supremacist cult, the Chabad. They use the upper
ranks of the Freemasons and the Knights of Malta and a few other secret societies as their
“fixers,” and the banks – Central Banks, Wall Street, and the City of London, as their
“managers.”
The Shadow Government – in my direct experience – consists of politicians who generally
maintain a two-party system that disenfranchises seventy percent of the public -- and
selected public officials at all levels (not just federal but state and local as well) inclusive
particularly of judges, who are the enablers of Deep State control and Deep State theft
from the public treasury. At the political level, bribery and blackmail, not ideology, rule –
“pay to play” and paedophilia strings shut out any possibility for evidence-based
governance in the public interest at all levels (federal, state, local).
Within the Shadow Government, the Freemasons and the Knights of Malta, but also dual
citizens (e.g. Israeli-US) and other select groups (e.g. the Pentecostalists aligned with
Israel, the Neo-Conservatives aligned with Israel), manage alternative hierarchies of
command and control that enable them to leverage the full capabilities of the state for
illegal purposes – the smuggling of drugs, guns, gold, cash, and small children being of
paramount importance. The secret intelligence agencies, at one time used by the Deep
State to leverage the assets of government – especially military bases and transports –
have evolved to spy on and blackmail senior individuals directly, often in partnership with
the Mossad (e.g. the Jeffrey Epstein paedophilia island and no-name hotels that entrap
individuals having sex and harming small children). [4]
[4] The CIA was created to serve Wall Street. This story is best told by David Talbot in The
Devil's Chessboard: Allen Dulles, the CIA, and the Rise of America's Secret Government
(Harper Perennial, 2016). A summary review is here.

